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HISTORICAL NOTE

Augustus Degener, born in Germany, worked with Henry Ford and C. Harold Wills in 1902 on building the "999" racer. As a machinist and draftsman, Degener was one of the first men hired a year later to work for the Ford Motor Company. In 1906 Degener, Wills, and John Wandersee began experimenting on the heat treatment of steel. They developed significant vanadium steel products for the Model T, solving the problem of strength in lightness, a key component of the vehicle.

SCOPE AND CONTENT NOTE

The papers contain biographical notes, Degener's recollections of important events in the early years of the Ford Motor Company, notes listing men working for the company between 1902 and 1908, metallurgy notes and data, a 1927 document regarding the fifteen millionth Model T motor, and a photostat copy of an architectural drawing of the Jobbing Foundry at the Fordson Plant, Ford Motor Company, 1926.
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Folder 1

- Sheets from Mr. Degener's diary, 1902-1932 (Lists men working on Park Street at the time. The Park Street location was near Grand River and in back of Parker Webb building)
- Notebook (includes information on alloys, formulas, heat treatments, piston rings, cam shafts, steel, melting and boiling points, metric system, cast iron, babbit metal, bronze, concrete, experiment, hardening steel, aluminum, magnet hardening, lead, and brick)
- Photograph of heat treated vanadium steel, undated
- "Oath of Allegiance," Plant Protection Section (wallet-sized card)
- Photographs of heat-treated metals (8 circular photographs)
- Heat treat data
  - Vanadium, July 26, 1907
  - Colonial steel, undated
- Report of iron tests, undated
- "Carbonizing Test between Houghton and Blaich Carbonizing Material," undated
- Statement concerning the fifteen millionth Model T motor, May 28, 1927 (includes table of Model T motors by millions, giving the number and the date manufactured, from Oct 1, 1908 through May 26, 1927)
- Photostat of Jobbing Foundry at Fordson Plant, December 10, 1926